Abstract-In this paper, we study a new control plane protocol, called Differentiated ABR (D-ABR), for flow control and service differentiation in optical burst switched networks. Using D-ABR, we show using simulations that the optical network can be designed to work at any desired burst blocking probability by the flow control service of the proposed architecture. This architecture requires certain modifications to the existing control plane mechanisms as well as incorporation of certain scheduling mechanisms at the ingress nodes; however we do not make any specific assumptions on the data plane for the optical core nodes. Moreover, with this protocol, it is possible to almost perfectly isolate high priority and low priority traffic throughout the optical network as in the strict priority-based service differentiation in electronically switched networks.
I. INTRODUCTION
Optical Burst Switching (OBS) has recently been proposed as a candidate architecture for the next generation optical Internet [1] . The central idea behind OBS is the promise of optical technologies to enable switch reconfiguration in microseconds therefore providing a near-term optical networking solution with finer switching granularity in the optical domain [2] . At the ingress node of an IP over OBS network, IP packets destined to the same egress node and with similar QoS requirements are segmented into bursts which are defined as a collection of IP packets whereas IP packet re-assembly is carried out at the egress OBS node.
In OBS, the reservation request for a burst is signalled out of band (e.g., over a separate wavelength channel) as a Burst Control Packet (BCP) and processed in the electronic domain. We assume the JET reservation model [1] in which each BCP has an offset time information that gives the Optical Cross Connect (OXC) the expected arrival time of the corresponding burst. The offset time, on the other hand, is adjusted at each OXC to account for the processing/switch configuration time. When the BCP arrives at an OXC toward the egress node, the burst length and the arrival time are extracted from the BCP and the burst is scheduled in advance to an outgoing wavelength upon availability. Contention happens when multiple bursts contend for the same outgoing wavelength and it is resolved by either deflection or blocking [3] . The most common deflection technique is in the wavelength domain; some of the contending bursts can be sent on another outgoing wavelength channel through wavelength conversion [4] . In Full Wavelength Conversion (FWC), a burst arriving at a certain wavelength can be switched onto any other wavelength towards its destination. In Partial Wavelength Conversion (PWC), there is a limited number of converters, and consequently some bursts cannot be switched towards their destination (and therefore blocked) when all converters are busy despite the availability of free channels on wavelengths different from the incoming wavelength [5] . Other ways of deflection-based contention resolution are in time domain by sending a contending burst through a Fiber Delay Line (FDL) or in space domain by sending a contending burst via a different output port so as to follow an alternate route [1] . If deflection cannot resolve contention using any of the techniques above then a contending burst is blocked (i.e., data is lost) whose packets might be retransmitted by higher layer protocols (e.g., TCP). Burst blocking in an OBS domain is undesirable and minimization of such blocking probabilities is crucial for OBS-based protocols and architectures. Differentiated services model adopted by the IETF serves as a basis for service differentiation in the Internet today [6] . However, class-based queueing and advanced scheduling techniques (e.g., Deficit Round Robin [7] ) that are used for service differentiation in IP networks cannot be used in OBS domains due to the lack of optical buffers with current optical technologies. It would be desirable to develop a mechanism by which operators can coherently extend their existing service differentiation policies in IP networks to their OBS-based networks as well. For example, if the legacy policy for service differentiation is based on packetlevel strict priority queueing then one would desire to provide a service in the OBS domain that would mimic a strict priority-based service differentiation. How this can be done without queueing and complex scheduling at the OBS nodes is the focus of this paper. An approach is to assign different offset times to different classes of bursts which increases the probability of successful reservation for a high-priority burst at the expense of increased blocking rates for low-priority bursts, therefore providing a new way of service differentiation [8] . However, this approach suffers from increased end-to-end delays especially for high-priority traffic which has larger offset times [9] . In the alternative "active dropping" approach [9] , low-priority bursts are dropped using loss rate measurements to ensure proportional loss differentiation.
In this paper, we propose a new explicit-rate based flow-control architecture for OBS networks with service differentiation. This flow control mechanism is implemented only at the control plane and the optical core network is kept unchanged. We propose that this flow control is based on the explicit-rate distributed control mechanism used for ATM networks, for example the ERICA algorithm [10] . In this architecture, we propose that Resource Management (RM) packets in addition to BCPs are sent through the out-of-band control channel to gather the available bit rates for high-and low-priority bursts using a modification of the Available Bit Rate (ABR) service category in Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) networks [11] . We use the term "Differentiated ABR" for the proposed architecture in this paper. Having received these two explicit rates, a scheduler at the ingress node is proposed for arbitration among high-and low-priority bursts across all possible destinations. Putting such an intelligence at the control plane to minimize burst losses in the OBS domain has a number of advantages such as improving the attainable throughput at the data plane. Moreover, the proposed architecture moves congestion away from the OBS domain to the edges of the network where buffer management is far easier and less costly, substantially reducing the need for expensive contention resolution elements like OXCs supporting full wavelength conversion and/or sophisticated FDL structures.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is devoted to the proposed flow control and service differentiation architecture for OBS networks. In Section 3, we present a simulation example in the context of an OBS multiplexer for "proof of concept" purposes. We conclude in the final section.
II. DIFFERENTIATED ABR (D-ABR) ARCHITECTURE FOR OBS NETWORKS
We envision an OBS network comprising edge and core OBS nodes. A link between two nodes is a collection of wavelengths that are available for transporting bursts. We also assume an additional wavelength control channel for the control plane between any two nodes. Incoming IP packets to the OBS domain are assumed to belong to one of the two classes, namely High-Priority (HP) and Low-Priority (LP) classes. For the data plane, ingress edge nodes assemble the incoming IP packets based on a burst assembly policy (see for example [12] ) and schedule them toward the edgecore links. We assume a number of tuneable lasers available at each ingress node for the transmission of bursts. The burst de-assembly takes place at the egress edge nodes. We suggest to use shortest-path based fixed routing under which a bidirectional lightpath between a source-destination pair is used for the burst traffic. We assume that the core nodes do not support deflection routing but they have PWC and FDL capabilities on a share-per-link basis [13] .
The proposed architecture has the following three central components 
A. Effective Capacity
In this paper, we study an asynchronous (i.e., unslotted) OBS switch and we first focus on one of its output links. We assume that this optical link has K wavelength channels per link, each channel capable of transmitting at p bits/s. Given the burst traffic characteristics (e.g., burst interarrival time and burst length distributions) and given a QoS requirement in terms of burst blocking probability P loss , the Effective Capacity (EC) of this optical link is the amount of traffic in bps that can be burst switched by the link while meeting the desired QoS requirement. In order to find the EC of an optical link, we need a burst traffic model. In our study, we propose the effective capacity to be found based on a Poisson burst arrival process with rate λ (bursts/s), an exponentially distributed burst service time distribution with mean 1/µ (sec.), and a uniform distribution of incoming burst wavelength. Once the traffic model is specified and the contention resolution capabilities of the optical link are given, one can use off-line simulations (or analytical techniques if possible) to find the EC by first finding the maximum λ max that results in the desired blocking probability P loss and then setting EC = λ max p/µ.
We note that improved contention resolution capability of the OBS node also increases the effective capacity of the corresponding optical link. We study two contention resolution capabilities in this paper, namely PWC and FDL. In PWC, we assume a wavelength converter bank of size 0 < W < K dedicated to each fiber output line. Based on the model provided in [5] , a new burst arriving at the switch on wavelength w and destined to output line k
• is forwarded to output line k without using a Tuneable Wavelength Converter (TWC) if channel w is available, else • is forwarded to output line k using one of the free TWCs in the converter bank and using one of the free wavelength channels selected at random, else • is blocked. An efficient numerical analysis procedure based on blocktridiagonal LU factorizations is given in [5] for the blocking probabilities in PWC-capable optical links and therefore the EC of an optical link can very rapidly be obtained in bufferless PWC-capable links.
In addition to W wavelength converters, when desired we also use FDLs in our numerical experiments. We study the case of L FDLs per output link where the ith FDL, i = 1, 2, . . . , L can delay the burst b i = i/µ sec. The burst reservation policy that we use is to first try wavelength conversion for contention resolution and if conversion fails to resolve contention we attempt to resolve it by suitably passing a contending burst through one of the L FDLs. To the best of our knowledge, no exact solution method exists in the literature for the blocking probabilities in OBS nodes supporting FDLs and therefore we suggest to use offline simulations in the latter scenario to compute the EC of FDL-capable optical links. The optical link model using PWC and FDLs that we use in our simulation studies is depicted in Fig. 1 . We note however that the EC for more general OBS nodes with more sophisticated architectures can still be calculated using off-line simulations although such a detailed analysis is outside the scope of the current paper.
B. D-ABR Protocol
The feedback information received from the network plays a crucial role in our flow control and service differentiation architecture. Our goal is to provide flow control so as to keep burst losses at a minimum but also emulate strict priority queueing through the OBS domain. For this purpose, we propose that a feedback mechanism similar to the ABR service category in ATM networks, is to be used in OBS networks as well [14] . In the proposed architecture, the ingress edge node of the bidirectional lightpaths sends Resource Management (RM) packets with period T sec. in addition to the BCPs through the control channel. These RM packets are then returned back by the egress node to the ingress node using the same route due to the bidirectionality of the established lightpath. Similar to ABR, RM packets have an Explicit Rate (ER) field but we propose for OBS networks one separate field for HP bursts and another for LP bursts. RM packets also have fields for the Current Bit Rate (CBR) for HP and LP traffic, namely HP CBR and LP CBR, respectively. This actual bit rate information helps the OBS nodes in determining the available bit rates for both classes. On the other hand, the two ER fields are then written by the OBS nodes on backward RM packets using a modification of ABR rate control algorithms, see for example the references for existing rate control algorithms [15] , [16] , [17] .
In this paper, we choose to test the basic ERICA (Explicit Rate Indication for Congestion Avoidance) algorithm due to its simplicity, fairness, and rapid transient performance [10] . Moreover, the basic ERICA algorithm does not use the queue length information as other ABR rate control algorithms do, but this feature turns out to be very convenient for OBS networks with very limited queueing capabilities (i.e., limited number of FDLs) or none at all. We leave a more detailed study of rate control algorithms for OBS networks for future work and we outline the basic ERICA algorithm and describe our modification to this algorithm next in order to mimic the behaviour of strict priority queuing.
We define an averaging interval T a . The pseudo-code of the algorithm that is run by the OBS node at the end of each averaging interval is given in Fig. 2 . The EC of the link is the capacity that HP traffic can use. The remaining capacity is for use for LP traffic. The load factors and fair shares for each class of traffic are then calculated along the lines of the basic ERICA algorithm [10] . All the variables set at the end of an averaging interval will then be used for setting the HP and LP Explicit Rates (ER) upon the arrival of backward RM cells within the next averaging interval. Note that all the information used in this algorithm is available at the BCPs and therefore the algorithm runs only at the control plane.
The algorithm to be used for calculating the explicit rates for the lightpath is run upon the arrival of a backward RM cell. The pseudo-code for the algorithm is depicted in Fig. 3 . The central idea of the basic ERICA algorithm is to achieve fairness and high utilization simultaneously whereas with our proposed modification we also attempt to provide Having received the information on HP and LP explicit rates, the sending source decides on the Permitted Bit Rate (PBR) for HP and LP traffic, namely HP PBR and LP PBR, respectively. These PBR parameters are updated on the arrival of a backward RM packet at the source:
HP PBR := min(HP ER, HP PBR + RIF*HP PBR), LP PBR := min(LP ER, LP PBR + RIF*LP PBR), where RIF stands for the Rate Increase Factor and the above formula conservatively updates the PBR in case of a sudden increase in the available bandwidth with a choice of RIF < 1. On the other hand, if the bandwidth suddenly decreases, we suggest in this study the response to this change to be very rapid. The HP (LP) PBR dictates the maximum bit rate at which HP (LP) bursts can be sent towards the OBS network over the specified lightpath.
We use the term Differentiated ABR (D-ABR) to refer to the architecture proposed in this paper that regulates the rate of the HP and LP traffic. The distributed D-ABR protocol we propose distributes the effective capacity of the optical links to HP traffic first using max-min fair allocation and the remaining capacity is then used by LP traffic still using the same allocation principles; see [18] for a definition of max-min fairness. 
C. Edge Scheduler
An ingress edge node maintains two queues, namely the HP and LP queues, on a per-egress basis. Since there are multiple egress edge nodes per ingress, a scheduler at the ingress edge node is needed to arbitrate among all per-egress queue pairs while obeying the rate constraints imposed by PBR values that are described in the previous subsection. The ingress node structure is presented in Fig. 4 for the special case of a single destination (i.e., single lightpath).
In 
III. SIMULATION STUDY
We study the effectiveness of the proposed D-ABR protocol in the simulation topology depicted in Fig. 5 . All the links are assumed to have the same propagation delay D. In this study, there are 25 ingress nodes and one single egress node, thus representing an OBS multiplexing system. Each of the fibers has K = 100 wavelength channels. The capacity p of each channel is assumed to be 10 Gbps. The burst length is exponentially distributed with mean 20 Kbytes. We set all the bucket sizes to B = 2 M bytes and all the HP and LP queues maintained at the ingress nodes are assumed to have infinite storage capacity. The RM cells are sent every T = T a seconds. The RIF is set to 1/16. Each of the ingress nodes is connected to the single OBS core node using M = 4 tuneable lasers. Sources are classified into 5 classes, each comprising 5 ingress nodes where the HP and LP Poisson burst arrival rates are the same within a class. We also vary the traffic demands in bps in time based on the Table I. For comparison purposes, we tested four different scenarios which are described in Table II. In the scenarios A and B, we use EC = 700 Gbps which is separately shown to ensure P loss ≈ 3.2 10 −5 by off-line simulations for an optical link with L = 15 FDLs and W = 20 TWCs. In scenario C, we seek a target utilization being equal to 0.95 so that we set EC = 700 * 0.95 Gbps to further reduce burst losses. We finally use EC = 500 Gbps in the final scenario D (i.e., no FDLs) and this choice of EC yields P loss ≈ 1.8 10 (obtained by the numerical algorithm given in [5] ).
First we study the total number of bursts (HP or LP) dropped in time (0, t) for the four scenarios A-D in Fig. 6 . The best performance in terms of dropping rate is achieved with Scenario C but at the expense of reduction in throughput since the EC of the OBS node is set such that the load on the node is smaller. The burst drop rate is generally constant in all the scenarios except for t = 150s when there is an abrupt change (i.e., increase) in the overall traffic demand. This change is followed by a substantial number of blocked bursts and the blocking performance immediately improves once the D-ABR protocol reaches the steady-state. Since the traffic demand decreases at t = 300s we do not see any additional burst drops due to traffic change at this instant. We monitor P loss in the interval 155s < t ≤ 450s (i.e., in the steady-state) and these steady-state blocking probabilities are also shown on Fig. 6 . The steady-state measured burst blocking probabilities in Scenarios A and B (P loss = 8.4 10 −6 and 7.9 10 −6 , respectively) are less than the desired blocking probability the EC was set for (i.e., we recall desired P loss ≈ 3.2 10 −5 ). Similar results also hold for Scenario D. The provisioned burst blocking probability was obtained using the Poisson arrival assumption but with the D-ABR burst shaping protocol the burst arrival process becomes more regular than Poisson thus reducing the Coefficient of Variation (CoV) of the arrival 0 ≤ t < 150s 150s ≤ t < 300s 300s ≤ t < 450s HP rate (Gbps) LP rate (Gbps) HP rate (Gbps) LP rate (Gbps) HP rate (Gbps) LP rate (Gbps)  Class 1  35  20  35  20  15  20  Class 2  15  5  20  5  20  5  Class 3  18  0  35  0  25  0  Class 4  12  30  12  30  10  30  Class 5  0  25  0  25  0  25   TABLE I  THE BURST RATES FOR HP AND LP TRAFFIC FOR EACH OF THE FIVE process. Such a reduced CoV has an improving effect on burst blocking performance [5] and therefore the results are as expected. In this sense, the provisioned QoS under the Poisson assumption provides a lower bound on the measured steady-state blocking performance.
Moreover, Scenarios A and B differ from each other in the link delays which does not seem to have much of an impact on the steady-state blocking probability. However, the D-ABR algorithm performance at the instant of abrupt changes (i.e., t = 150s or t = 300s) is significantly better for Scenario A than B; note the number of burst drops that take place at t = 150s for these scenarios. The settling time is defined as the time it takes to reach a steady-state in control systems terminology. The RTT (Round Trip Time) is the time delay of the system which increases also the settling time of the control system. The RTT in Scenario A is much less than that of Scenario B, which explains the difference in the transient response of these two scenarios. As an example, the effective bit rate of LP traffic for Class 4 is depicted before and after t = 300s in Fig. 7 . Scenario A which has a smaller RTT and therefore a smaller ERICA averaging interval T a reaches the steady-state much faster than Scenario B.
We also study the service differentiation aspect. The HP and LP smoothed throughputs are depicted in Fig. 8 for Scenario D for which the solid (dotted) line is used for denoting HP (LP) throughput. The results demonstrate that the effective capacity of the optical link at the OBS node is distributed using prioritized max-min fair share; we refer to [18] for a max-min fair share calculation algorithm. To show this, we focus on the time interval 0s ≤ t < 150s as an example. In this time interval, the aggregate HP demand is 400 Gbps < EC, therefore the max-min share vector for HP traffic is (35, 15, 18, 12, 0) where the ith entry of this vector represents the HP throughput of the i th class lightpaths. If the remaining capacity EC − 400 Gbps = 100 Gbps is allocated to LP traffic on a max-min fair share-basis, then the max-min fair share vector for LP traffic is found to be (5, 5, 0, 5, 5). Fig. 8 shows that the max-min fair shares are attainable using the distributed D-ABR protocol proposed in this paper. One can show that this argument is valid for the other time intervals as well.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we study a new control plane protocol, called Differentiated ABR (D-ABR), for flow control and service differentiation in optical burst switched networks. Using D-ABR, we show using simulations that the optical network can be designed to work at any desired burst blocking probability by the flow control service of the proposed architecture. This proposed control plane intelligence to minimize burst losses in the OBS domain has a number of advantages such as improving the attainable throughput at the data plane. Moreover, the proposed architecture moves congestion away from the OBS domain to the edges of the network where buffer management is far easier and less costly, substantially reducing the need for expensive contention resolution elements like OXCs supporting full wavelength conversion and/or sophisticated FDL structures. Moreover, D-ABR enables strict isolation among high priority and low priority traffic throughout in OBS networks. This feature of D-ABR can help operators to extend their existing strict priority-based service differentiation policies to OBS domains. Topics that are left open for future research include the study of different rate control algorithms and their comparative performances, the performance of the proposed architecture for elastic traffic, and more realistic traffic models.
